For modern urban terraces:
Emsa City Classic
Outdoor living in the city
From small city balconies to backyards and modern terraces above the city
rooftops – even the urban world has its fair share of private outdoor spaces
to offer. And they all have one thing in common: space is in short supply, so
finding flexible design concepts is key.
How convenient it is when outdoor furnishings, decorations and plants are
easy to move around – whether you need to make room for a couple of
spontaneous guest or move those sensitive resident plants away from the
frost and into their winter home.
The City Classics range by Emsa brings together everything you need for a
unique, modern outdoor look, with the straight lines of the planters echoing
the clarity of the architectural structures.
A coherent colour concept based on the colours commonly used for modern
building façades creates a harmonious overall design without any great
effort. And there’s no need to call in the experts, either: large planters provide
structure in subtle shades of grey, while smaller plant pots, balcony boxes
and accessories skilfully create highlights in hot, on-trend colours like antique
blue and green – just the way you like it.
Slender forms grow tall
With standard plants such as figs or olives, Mediterranean greenery has
become a firm favourite on modern terraces. Vertically growing plants in
particular look great in a tall, narrow plant pot. And the great thing about
these plastic featherweights: when the frosty temperatures start to set in, you
can easily move them to give your sun-kissed plants to a more sheltered
spot.
With all sorts of different varieties available, hosta plants are also welcome
guests on balconies and terraces – but they can’t cope with too much sun.
No problem: you can move them to a shaded spot in next to no time in these
easily transportable planters.
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Railings on view? The City balcony boxes are the perfect match for the
planters and will stylishly highlight any railings you have with their concealed
mount – or alternatively, they can also take up a decorative space on a stool
or a table.
While the integrated Aqua Plus watering system in the boxes ensures that
the roots don’t dry out too quickly, the planters are perfect for lining with the
Easy Drain cushions so that the standard plants (for example, sensitive ones)
don’t get ‘wet feet’.
As you can see, there’s the perfect planter for every plant – and every city
dweller can find their own personal paradise of plants!
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The City Classic collection at a glance:
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City Classic flower pot
•
•
•
•
•

Cutting-edge garden classics in a contemporary urban design
Trays available in matching colours
Frost/weather/UV resistant
Perfect match for the City Classic window boxes
Colours: granite, silk grey, dusty grey, antique blue, green

City Classic flower pot (tall)
•

•

Dimensions (w x h):
40 x 53 cm (15.75 x. 20.87 in.) – available in all
colours) /
50 x 66 cm (19.69 x. 25.98 in.) – available in granite
and dusty grey
Tray dimensions (Ø): 29 cm (11.42 in.) / 35 cm
(13.78 in.)

City Classic flower pots (medium)
•

•

Dimensions (w x h):
25 x 23 cm (9.84 x 9.06 in.) / 30 x 27 cm (11.81 x
10.63 in.) / 40 x 36 cm (15.75 x 14.17 in.) / 50 x 45
cm (19.69 x 17.72 in.)
– available in all colours,
70 x 66 cm (27.56 x. 25.98 in.) – available in granite
and dusty grey
Tray dimensions (Ø): 17 cm (6.69 in.) / 24 cm (9.45
in.) / 29 cm (11.42 in.) / 35 cm (13.78 in.) / 48 cm
(18.90 in.)

City Classic window box
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple window box that never goes out of style –
perfect for city balconies
Frost/weather/UV resistant
Extra large planting volume and Aqua Plus watering
system for healthy growth
Concealed mount for window box brackets
Bestselling colours: white, granite, green and dusty
grey
New: antique blue & silk grey
Dimensions (l x w x h): 48 x 20 x 16 cm (18.89 x
7.87 x 6.29 in.) /
74 x 20 x 16 cm (29.13 x 7.87 x 6.29 in.)

Easy Drain drainage bag
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional drainage – only simpler!
Put it in the pot, cover with soil – done
High-quality clay granulate in felt bag
Healthy plants without any waterlogging
Optimal frost protection for planters
Can be reused for years
Dimensions – round (ø x h): 26 x 5 cm (10.23 x 1.96
in). / 32 x 6 cm (12.59 x 2.36 in.) /
40 x 7 cm (15.74 x 2.75 in.)
Dimensions – rectangular (l x w x h): 38 x 15 x 2 cm
(14.96 x 5.90 x 0.78 in.)

The City Classic collection is available now.
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